This is the Super Helper Guide for guys looking to achieve success with a woman, but
they're not sure which product in The Super Store to get.

Scenario

Start with...

1. You just recently split up with your
girlfriend as a result of an event or
misunderstanding.
2. You just recently split up with your
girlfriend and you think it's a result of low
Sexual Value

Red Bubbles

Red Bubbles  Extra Straw  Super
Attraction Power

3. You want a powerful strategy for turning Friend To Lover  Super Attraction Power
a female friend to lover
 SSU Mind Control  Super Interaction
Power
4. She's acting distant and/or the sex life is
pretty bad & You suspect it's because of
low SV

Super Seduction Power  Super Respect
Power  Super Interaction Power

5. She's acting distant and/or the sex life is
pretty bad & You have no idea what's
going on

Super Seduction Power  Extra Straw 
Super Connection Power

6. The relationship is pretty good but the
sex life is bad & You suspect it's because of
low SV

Super Seduction Power  Secret Pattern
 SSU Mind Control

7. She's been distant for awhile + The
relationship is hanging on by a tread + the
sex life is bad & You don't know where to
start

Super Seduction Power  Extra Straw 
Super Connection Power  Super
Interaction Power  Email Strategy
Coaching
Click here to order package deal of all four at
discount

8. Relationship is great & sex life is great &
You're looking for advanced/new methods
for getting her aroused and keeping the
spark alive

(Any of the GHH reports) + Pirate
Seduction + The Nympho Effect + Super
Compliments + SSU Mind Control + 7 Lazy
Ways + (Any ST Report in the Super Store)

9. You can tell that you need a massive
increase in confidence

*These reports can be read in any order
Viper Confidence  10 Distinctions 
EMC

10. You're in the pre‐relationship phase
with a new woman and there are no
sparks and you can tell that things are
slowly fading
11. You just met a new girl and you want
to increase SV + get her addicted to you &

Super Seduction Power  Green Buttons
 Super Interaction Power

Start with [Level 1] Super Attraction Power
 Super Compliments  Super Interaction

have an effect on her like no other guy

Power
If Level 1 does the job completely, keep re‐reading
your notes and doing
If Level 1 does not completely get your there + you
need a little extra help, send me a quick email
explaining the situation and I'll tell you want you
need to focus on.

If you're in a 'scenario' not mentioned above, you can either (Option #1) send an email
explaining the situation  and then order a Custom Email Strategy Report
Option #2: Send an email explaining your situation  And have me recommend which
report/reports you should get.
Also ‐ in terms of other important notes ‐ any strategy that you use/develop will be
magnified in terms of success rate based on having the right mind set ‐ whether the
strategy/gameplan is based on (1) an idea that you came up with based on something
that you think could work or (2) whether you create the strategy as a result of reading
any of the reports in The Super Store.
Keep that in mind. Mindset is very important (as you may already know)




Do things that get you in a positive mindset.
Do things that get you to feel like you're the man.
Have a mindset as though you expect things to go your way.

When you're in that sort of mindset, you'll get more out of your strategy.
If you have any quick questions about anything, I would love to help.
crjames100@gmail.com
Enjoy your day!
And much success!
Warmest Regards,

CR James | CRJames.com

